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Published On September 19, 2016How To Be A Leader, Not A BossLeadership is a term that

people perceive very differently. Most think of CEOs, managers and coaches and while that is of

course true, it is much more than that. A leader is a person who goes in front of new projects, ideas

or trends, and who can direct others towards a common goal. It doesnâ€™t even have to be on a big

scale. Remember that teacher who sparked your interest in mathematics or literature? Or your

father who motivated you to do your homework when it was difficult? Leaders can be found

everywhere in society, and you donâ€™t need a big title to become one. Sometimes you will even

have to be a leader without being told to be one. Many employees today are assigned more and

more tasks and responsibilities at their workplace without that big promotion to go with it. With more

responsibility, they will suddenly have to act as leaders for their other team members, even though

no one told them to. Hereâ€™s what youâ€™ll find in the book: â—• What is Leadership? â—• Why

you should step up to the leadership challenge â—• How to approach your new leadership role â—•

Improve your leadership skills at workâ—• Leadership Stylesâ—• much, much more...When you

download Leadership: Management Skills, Social Skills, Communication Skills - All The Skills You'll

Need you will be on your way to a more successful business life. Buy this book today!Would you

like to start today? If you do, just scroll up and hit the BUY button. Enjoy!
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This book is a very good guide in terms of enhancing your leadership skills and redefining your roles

in a workplace. I enjoyed reading through each chapters as I get to learn so many things including

the best manner to adapt to ever changing expectations that we encounter daily in our own work

place. And my favorite part of this book is when the author made the readers realize that leadership

is not contained only in the work place but equally applicable to our daily lives. I am highly

recommending this book. You will surely learn so much from this reference.

I was recently assigned a management position and got this book to learn how to be a good leader.

This book explains what are different leadership styles and which is best of each particular situation.

I found the tips about improving leadership skills at work very useful. There were several tips that

were really eye opening for me. I am excited to try what I have learned at work.

Awesome, Concise, and a Very Valuable Book on Leadership.This book is very concise but very

meaty.Every page in this book is filled with knowledge and wisdom that you can acquire about

leadership and how to become a better person professionally and personally.Among the topics on

the book, here are some of my favorites, and that I truly learned a lot from:- Outsight Leadership

Role, ("Act like a Leader"), I truly admire this chapter about Leadership Role. I've been reminded to

"act first" then along the way, you will get used to it. 'Act like a Leader.'- Delegation (this is

something that I need to become better at.)- Improve Your Executive Presence (including your

communication skills, appearance, gravitas, etc)- and my most favorite, is the Goleman's Six

Leadership Style ( For me, this is a Gold-Mine, because I've learned new insights just by knowing

these 6 Leadership styles)Overall, this is a Very Wonderful Book on Leadership.Very Concise, Very

Awesome, and Very Well Written.I highly recommend this book to everyone who wants to upgrade

their leadership skills to the highest level.By the way, I would also like to add,like what George

Baisley say that 'Leadership is a skill.' That truly, it is learnable.With that, I'd give George Baisley

and Leadership a Very Amazing and High 5-Star.

Such an interesting book to read! This is a perfect book to read if you are searching for the best one



that will give a thorough set of information and the essential knowledge you will use in preparing

yourself in becoming a Leader. This book gives a captivating advice on leadership and how to

become a super leader. It equips you with the knowledge, skills, and passion you need to become

the leader you were meant to be. I definitely recommend this book!

This book is an amazing guide for leadership improvement. I read 8 laws and each are given in with

complete detail. This book is a good and proven start for development of leadership skills.. The

author described In brief that what qualities required for an effective leader. For a successful

business a leader is a key of success. A business cant grow if leader is not an effective leader. In

this book there is also given the qualities of a leader such as a leader must be have good

communication skills, emotional stability, boldness, empathy, listening skills and ability to deal with

failures etc. this book can help you to become and good leader. you must have read this book.

thank Author for such a nice work. Recommended this book to everyone who wants to become a

successful leader. It is not easy to become a great leader. It takes a long time to become one.I

highly recommend this book to anyone in a leadership role!

Becoming a leader is a process with many ups and downs. The saying that learning is a process,

not an event, this example fits perfectly. For each success takes a lot of effort and work. To become

a leader, you have to be very good at your business. A leader is a person who goes in front of new

projects, ideas or trends, and who can direct others towards a common goal. With the help of this

book you will learn everything you need to know about leadership, and how to become someone

who can effectively motivate others to work and success. This is one of the best books I have read

on this subject, and I heartily recommend it!

A great leader takes full responsibility of its constituents and they reflect whatever outcome or result

the team has. This book provides definitive explanation about what leadership really means and if it

is the right skill for you. It will test ones physical and mental capabilities since you are not just

handling other people but you get to handle yourself as well. The idea of this guide help you

determine the process of being a leader and shine from it. It will teach great key points and

important aspects of managements skills. Great book!

Books like this truly enhance my management skills. I enjoy learning from books like this one. It is

very informative and educational as well. George Baisley made a good point about not having a



shortcut in terms of being a leader. There is a process to consider to be able to be successful in this

field and it will take more than just reading this book to become an effective leader. It takes practice

and further training. This guide book can be a good start for those aspiring leaders out there. This

will help you open up your mind to endless possibilities to become a better leader.
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